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Hello again and thanks to those of you who sent copies of your original production order and/or postage money
No one responded to the item about the accessory codes listed an productions orders for Los Angeles produced 1956
Golden Hawks, This was the procedure of listing a two digit number such as 55 instead of an AC-xxxx code as is done
on the cars produced in South Bend. Perhaps something will turn up.
It is really amazing how many 1956 Golden Hawk Studebaker numbered 352 CID engines have been replaced
by Packard model engines from 1955 and 1956. Checking my Packard manuals, Hollander Interchange book, and
several other magazines produced the following information on the Packards, The engine number is located on the
front end of the cylinder block
( model, starting engine #, production, ClD, horsepower rating)
1955 Clipper line
DeLuxe sedan
#5522-01001 8309 320 225
Super sedan
#5542-01001 7979 320 225
Super Panama (H.T.)
#5547-01001 7016 320 225
Custom sedan
#5562- 01001 8708 352 245
Custom Constellation (H.T.)
#5567-01001 6672 352 245
(Carter WCF 2232S 4 bbl carburetor W/cyl head 440689)
(
or 2284S
W/cyl head 440854)
1956 Clipper line
DeLuxe sedan
#5622-01 001 5715 352 240
Super sedan*
#5642-01 001 5173 352 240
Super Hard Top
#5647-01 001 3999 352 240
(Carter WGD 2-bbl carburetor 2393S)
Custom sedan*
#5662- 01 001 21 29 352 275
Custom Hard Top*
#5667-01 001 1 466 352 275
(Rochester 4GC 4 bbl carburetor model 6480253)
*The 1 956 Clipper Clipper Custom used the same
engine as the 1956 Studebaker Golden Hawk.

1955 Packard line
Patrician
#5582-01 001 9127 352 260
"400" ( H T.)
#5587-01001 7206 352 260
(Rochester 4GC 4 bbl carb Model 440823)
Caribbean
#5588-01 001 500 352 275
(Dual Rochester 4GC 4 bbl carburetors)
(model 476010 front and 476011 rear)

1956 Packard line
Executive sedan
#5672A-01 001 1748 352 275
Executive Hard Top
#5677A-01001 1031 352 275
(Rochester 4GC 4 bbl carburetor model 6480253)
Patrician
#5682-01 001 3775 374 290
"400"
#5687-01001 3224 374 290
(Rochester 4GC 4 bbl carburetor model 6480253)
Caribbean Hardtop
#5697-01001 263 374 310
Caribbean Convertible #5699-01 001 276 374 310
(duel Rochester type 4GC 4 bbl carburetors)
(model 64809090 front, and 64809091 rear)

To complicate matters a little, the 1 955- 56 Hudson Hornets and the 1 955- 56 Nash Ambassadors were
powered by a Packard V 8 . The 1955 engines were 320 CID, developed 208 horsepower and used a Carter WGD
2 bbl carburetor model 223. The 1956 engines were rated at 352 CID, 220 horsepower and used a Carter WGD 2 bbl
carburetor model 2231SA. The starting serial numbers for these Packard built engines are as follows- (they appear
to be interspersed between the Hudson and the Nash)
1955 Nash Ambassador end Hudson Hornet P-1001 (production totals, 6219 Hudson and 10580 Nash)
1956 Nash Ambassador and Hudson Hornet P-21001 (production totals, 3015 Hudson and 4681 Nash)
On March 5, 1956, Hudson- Nash (American Motors Corp.) produced their own 190 horsepower, 250 CID V8
engine and used this engine for the remainder of the model year (this engine used a Carter WGD 2 bbl carburetor
model 2352S)
Many of you Indicated that you could not locate your engine number which should be located on the top front end
of the cylinder block next to the oil filler tube. Probably your car has an engine from a Packard, Nash, or Hudson.
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August 17,1989
To: 56 GH Information Exchange Members
Notes on 57 Silver Hawk.Restoration
New hardware is available for attaching the I inch wide stainless steel moulding to the front and rear
fenders (see below).
a) Use Restoration Specialities PIN 1752 Wire Clips (spring wire) for areas which have no back-side
access.
b) Use Auveco No. 156 (10-24 bolt size) moulding clips with Restoration Specialities PIN 2557 No.
10-24 Pal Nuts and 10-24 body washers where access to back-side of fender is available.
The Auveco 10-24 fasteners (moulding clips) are available at most auto paint supply houses (box of 25 is
approximately $12.00). The Restoration Specialties hardware is available from:
Restoration Specialties and Supply
P.O. Box 328 RD 2 Windber PA 15963
I heartily recommend ordering the Restoration Specialties catalog (cost is $3.00) as it has a lot of Stude
restoration items listed. One item found in the catalog is I'D" nuts. These are the captive nuts (5/16 thread
size nuts) as used on the front and rear fenders for the Stude Hawks. I was unable to find the I'D" nuts until
I obtained the RS catalog. All items that I have ordered have been quality items.
Added Drain Holes - Front Fender Area - A common area where rust out occurs is at the rear bottom of the
front fenders. This occurs because there was no drain provided. I cut a 1/8 inch wide by 3/4 inch long drain
hole at the bottom rear of the front fender between the fender mounting strut and the rolled over back edge
(at the bottom of the fender). This allows proper drainage. Also prior to undercoating of the front fenders
I glue a piece of hard rubber against the front side of the mounting strut and the inside of the fender to seal
that to keep water and road grime from getting in. The use of a liberal coat of undercoating then seals that
area.
”T" Bolts - The T-bolts used to fasten the moulding strip which bolts the rear fender fin to the body can be
made from No. 6-32 Truss bolts by grinding flats on two sides of the bolt head and grinding the head screw
slot to remove the slot. I utilized 6-32 Truss bolts 3/4 inch in length.
Hot Air Gun-- A hot air gun capable of 1000 watts is very useful tool for removing undercoating prior to use
of chemical strip when restoring fend- ers or for frame/body areas in which access is available. A putty knife
used in conjunction with the hot air gun allows easy removal of undercoating. The heat gun can also be
used to remove paint.
Sectioning of Fenders - A hand operated nibbler allows cutting out of fender sections which must have
sections replaced due to rust-out. The tool that I utilize is available from the Eastwood Company and is
con- sidered by me to be a great tool. Cost is approximately $31.00.
Sheet Metal/Parts Cleaning - A spray bottle of Windex makes a good gen- eral purpose cleaner. I use
Windex after removal of paint with the chemical stripper to ensure removal of any residue of the stripper.
I also use it to wash off metal conditioner prior to cleaning with laquer thinner and prior to painting bare
metal.
Preventing Rust on Bumpers - Any bumper which I have had rechromed is first painted on the backside
of the bumper prior to installation on the car. Use of a rust preventative aluminum paint is recommended.
Paint Removal - I utilize a chemical paint stripper available at automobile paint supply stores. The best
chemical paint stripper is a
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brand label "Shop". An alternate but less effective brand is Aircraft Paint Stripper.
Rust Preventative Coating.- The product labeled LPS 3 is a rust preventative coating that is used
to coat hardware items (bolts and nuts) which are exposed to the environment. I use this product
on any bolts and/or nuts exposed to road wash. I use the product on the wheel studs and wheel
nuts so that they never rust. The LPS 3 provides a lubricant/wax coating which resists rust. I use
it anywhere where there is potential for rust including spring shackle bolts and shock absorber
mounting hardware.
Aluminum Cans - I utilize aluminum cans in restoration tasks. Uses include 1) pallet for mixing
two-part epoxy or bondo, 2) container for laquer thinner for cleaning parts or paint gun, 3)
protection of paint surface while doing operations which would scratch the paint surface, 4) shim
material for sockets to remove badly rusted bolts, 5) shim material for installing new grease seals
in used holders and 6) container for solution used to de-rust body hardware. The use of a steak
knife allows removal of the top of the can. Ordinary scissors are then used to cut the can as
desired.
Trouble Shooting Case - This case involved my 64 Cruiser. After owning the car for about a year,
I noticed short periods in which the engine would run rough as if missing. The problem would go
away and re-appear. on two occasions after the problem surfaced, I had to have the car towed
home because it quit running and would not re-start. The car would start once I got it home.
Various fixes to the car including complete tune up and carburetor re-build did not cure the
problem. After one such check of ignition components I took the car on a test drive. It quit again
and I was forced to call a tow truck. once home I reviewed each event in which I had problems.
Only a complete failure of ignition could cause the problem. I then went out to the car and
removed the wire going from the coil to the distributor. Using an ohmmeter I made resistance
(continuity) checks while flexing the wire. These checks revealed a connection which had broken
strands of wire at the connector which connects to the dis- tributor points. Replacement of the wire
cured the problem. It is be- lieved that improper stress relief coupled with distributor advancement
eventually caused the wire to have broken strands. Proper operation of the ignition requires a low
resistance connection between the coil and distributor.
Claude 0. Sevon
10720 S. E. 290th St.
Auburn, Washington
Phone (206) 735-3127
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HIGHLIGHTS OF LETTERS
installation. My Packard mechanic friend in California
made me aware of this fact. He is STILL a Packart
mechanic and has been for the last 30-40 years.
On another point, my #3 Golden Hawk number
6033268 had gold trunk script on it when I bought it.
I did not go to any trouble to determine if it was stock
because I felt certain gold truck script was used on
57-58 Hawks only. In light of the latest info you
presented, who knows? I do notice that it is the 2nnd
highest South Bend production number listed in the
HAWKEYE to date so maybe some later 1956 Ghs
came with the gold trunk script.
Well Frank, it is after 10:00 PM and I’ve got to get
up about 3:00 A< to drive my 56 GH (of course) to the
Nashville Studebaker meet tomorrow, so I’d better
close & get at least some sleep. I look forward to
coming issues of the HAWKEYE nd I’m sure sooner
or later we’ll meet somewhere down the road. Take
Care.

FROM GARY OAKLEY
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
JULY 24, 1989
Enclosed is a copy of the original production order
for my 1956 Golden Hawk as you requested. I am
also enclosing money to help on your expenses with
the newsletter. I was surprised to learn that the
original destination of my car was Grand Island,
Nebraska as I am fairly certain that this car sold new
in Dallas. I could be wrong or I suppose the car could
have been purchased (or transferred) from dealer to
dealer.
I know that the car was ownd by an old lady in
Dallas from 1958 until it was purchased by former
SDC President C. P. Smith in (Ibelieve) 1983. Mys
Smith was killed in an auto accident several months
later and I purchased the car from his widow in 1986.
FROM JOE HALL
LA GRANGE, KENTUCKY
SEPTEMBER 15, 1989
Hello once again. Hope this finds you doing well.
Sorry I haven’t answered your last note sooner. I was
waiting on Newman-Altman to send the production
order of my latest “treasure find.” As you can see,
most of the info is on the production, not much else to
tell except it has been sitting since 1968, and has no
rear seat radio speaker (first I’ve seen yet). It also has
a 1955 320 CID Packard Clipper engine which is
locked up. It is pretty rusty, and honest #5 condition in
need of new front and rear fenders (doors, hood, trunk
and sills are good), and about 50% of the floorboards
need replacing.
It is about 98% complete. I still don’t know if I’ll
restore it or just let it sit. I really can’t justify he time or
money required to restore it at tis time. A man only
needs just so many 56 Golden Hawks to drive but....
Oh well, enough about that one. Here is a little
something (a check) to contribute to what I consider
an excellent cause. I’ve gotten several phone calls
from people you’ve sent my way in need of whatever.
Of course, I’ve done anything I could and I’m glad to
be of any help to enyone with a 56 Golden Hawk.
I forgot to mention, in the last tech letter I sent,
that Chevrolet 350 CID piston rings fit the Packard
352 CID engine perfectly in corresponding oversizes,
ie. .030" oversized Packard piston takes .030"
oversized Chevy rings, etc. This is great because we
can use the latest technology in piston rings in our old
engines, ie. Chrome-moly, etc. I know this info is
correct as I installed a set in my brother’s 56 GH
engine when I rebuilt it. The car has close to 10,000
miles on it since, and no problems. Just pay close
attention to end gap and side clearance upon

FROM REVEREND SAMUEL P. REED
AVIS, PENNSYLVANIA
AUGUST 2, 1989
I am inclosing the copy of the original production
order for my 1956 GH which I purchased from a
young man in Maryland. It was somewhat of a
surprise to see how much of my Hawk had been
changed from its original buildout. I had a hard time
trying to get an engine # from my engine. All I could
come up with was ?5587-8. Does this mean anything
to you? The car now has power steering and a radio
which were not on the P.O.
Has anyone had the experience of adding a
power unit to the Hawk front seat? My fat belly and
short legs call for a power seat or a tilt steering wheel.
The steering wheel is very much in need of
reconditioning. If anyone has the good fortune ot know
of a place or person that does steering wheels at a
reasonable cost, I am very much interested.
I recieved the first two issues of the official 1956
Golden Hawk newsletter and was very pleased with
the amount of good information it included. I live in
Pennsylvania, the rust capitol of the U.S.A. My Hawk
came from Maryland and is a true Southern lady.
Please keep the “Hawkeye” coming. I am enclosing
some stamps to help with mailing costs. Thanks again
for what you are doing to help us nuts.
Long Fly the Golden Hawk!
(NOTE: Amen to that, Reverend! It appears, from the
chart on page 1, that the engine in Reverend Reed’s
1956 Golden Hawk came from a 1955 Packard 400
Hardtop.)
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HIGHLIGHTS OF LETTERS
FROM GORDON BOWERMAN
NENANA, ALASKA
SEPTEMBER 26, 1989
I located my Hawk in 1975 at a vllage about 200
miles from here down on the Yukon river. The engine
had been out, uncovered, and was upright for several
years, the transmission discarded. The owner said
that if I could get a 1950 Jeep going for him, I could
have the Hawk.
It was brought here by barge and sat while I
collected parts and got into the mood to do the body
work. The color had to be changed from pink & white
(note: Tangerine/Snowcap white) to gray & white to
match the new seats and interior.
It has been on the road a year now and is driven
daily.
Small payment enclosed to help with postage.
Well worth it! I coul have used the information a few
years ago too.
NOTE: Thanks Gordon. You know, owning a 1956
Golden Hawk is somewhat of a challenge in that we
can’t get much help from anyone. The other car clubs,
other than Packard, hav virtually nothing in common
with us and we are usually excluded from most
Studebaker parts listings. Living in Alaska, so remote
from the rest of the country, must really set you apart
from the other car enthusiasts in your neighborhood.
My hat is off to you and our other Alaskan, Rick
Solberg of Anchorage.

FROM FRANK AMBROGIO
CASSELBERRY FL
OCTOBER 18, 1989
I would ike to add power steering to my 2nd 1956
GH. This car has the 3 spd overdrive.
It is my understandng that there some steering
column differences between the 3 spd OD with powe
steering and the 3 spd OD without PS. Can anyone
tell me what I need (besides my head examined)? I
know there is a different back-up lamp switch, but that
is about it. Does anyone have a complete steering
column for sale from a 3 spd with PS?

AND THIS
I can’t tell you how many Hawks I’ve seen with the
back corners of the hood (by the windshield) bent up
due to the hood flying open while the car was being
driven.
Has anyone out there come up with a good
convenient alternative. Let me knowand I will pass it
along in the next issue.
NOW IT’S UP TO YOU
HAVE YOU:
1. Sent you request to Lewis Dandurand indicating
what items you would like to see reproduced?
2. Sent your name to me (instead of Luther Jackson,
who is away too much) indicating your interest in
the steering wheel project?
3. Sent a photograph of your car to Tom Snyder?
4. Sent me your car’s serial, body #s?
Remember, I am only the distribution mechanism.
We have a few members who have volunteer to do
some leg work for us and we should all take
advantage of their offer.
Remember also, that I am not the expert. Most of
you have already proven to me that you know much
more about these cars than I do. I have learned an
awful lot so far and thank those of you who have
contributed information.
There are three ways to contribute to this club.
One is to provide information, even if it is only your
car’s serial number. Two is to offer to take on a
project. Three is to learn something from these pages.
I seems to me that everyone has done his part.

FROM WAYNE LEDUCHOWSKI
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
SEPT 8, 1989
Enclosed is a copy of the original production order
for my car and also please accept the enclosed
money order to help with the expenses.
My 56 has the chrome trunk script and no front
fender script. It has 90,000 miles and I am doing a
frame off restoration myself. The interior is stock and
the body was original green and white (now in primer.)
I’ve included a photo copy of the 56 G.H. road test
results that was printed in the February 1956 issue of
Motor Trend magazine.
FROM VINCE HABEL JR.
COLUMBIA, PA.
OCTOBER 11, 1989
I don’t own a 56 Golden Hawk, but have always
had an interest in the Golden Ones and I do own a 57.
The article preprinted in the Dec. 73 (Turning Wheels)
was supplied by me. If you don’t have those issues of
magazines I will send you full size copies which you
can redo forothers. I can also send you all the 56
roster information I had compiled. Much may be out
dated but some cars are still in the hands of the
owners who had them in 73.
(NOTE: I’ve asked Vince to send me everything.)

The following are looking for 1956 Ghs:
Myron McDonald 22 East Church Street
Aurora, MO 65605
417-678-4466
Rob Miller 318 N 18th St, Wilmington N.C.
919-572-5523
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7-31-89
Hello Frank,
I hope all went well for you in Las Vegas. I was only able to stay for Monday as I mainly went for
the swap meet. Wish I could have stayed to see the cars later on, but still enjoyed those that were
already there.
Here is some more information on my car.
#6030306
56J-K7 475 51869
3spd w/OD
Export suspension
This car was originally Doeskin and Mocha with the paint scheme of hood and roof in upper color
and fins in the lower color.
About 1968 the car was painted single tome ceramic green which has lasted very well even under
New Mexico's sun. The export suspension was bought just before Studebaker went out of
business. This package includes heavy duty f@ont coils and an extra heavy duty rear leaf. Even
after twenty years and
extensive driving the car sits up smartly. Driving is a pleasure as it handles well and corners flat,
and fills the claim of being a sports car. I have the mountings for the rear axle sway bar, but as of
yet have not installed it. I need to manufacture the sway bar which I can do using the one from our
55 Speedster as a pattern.
Originally the car had the automatic transmission, but it was converted to three speed overdrive
after a swap with another Golden Hawk owner. That too, was back around 1968. The conversion
was complete and other than retaining the 3:07 rear end it is a complete manual set up. The
column shift is still smooth and otherwise trouble free, and it is right at the finger tips when needed.
The engine is also not the original.
Currently, it has a Packard 352, not the Skypower 352, although they are the same engine. This
swap occurred around 100,000 miles and now with going on 120,000 it is still a new feeling
engine. I have the original engine in storage along with two other Packard 352's. I have not had
any valve lifter noises except for during long slow moving parades, but a few RPM's shuts that up
quickly. I do not know which oil pump was placed in the engine so I can not offer any helpful
advice on that controversy.
The car was equipped with power windows, power seats, power brakes, and power steering
(which was swapped out with the automatic. I now have standard steering.). In addition was
heater, push button radio, clock, and back up lights. The bumperettes were exchanged for fog light
bumpe-rettes. Instead of fog lights there are now 13 volt air craft landing lights which help define
the road 4 night. (In addition to the hand switch the circuit has been wired into the dimmer switch
to cut them out with the high beams. These lights are too bright for much use with all the cars on
the road any more as they turn night into day.)
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We have in our midst the remains of #6032297 56J-K7 2800. This car body
has been used to repair our 55 Speedster (by the previous owner). We are
looking for a complete K body for the Speedster, and then the 56 Golden
Hawk will be built up for Bonneville. We are planning to go to
Bonneville to try to recapture the speed record for the 56 Golden Hawk.
Studebaker set a record of about 179.-- MPH back in 56 which stood for
many years until the 427ci Z-28 Camero came along and took it away. One
of my spare 352's is a full race engine: full race cam,
milled heads, and oversize pistons. For our first effort we plan to run
this engine with a supercharger. If more i.49'horsepower is needed it
will be bored out to 374 and may receive a dual quad with dual
superchargers. We'll see what happens. As I mentioned we are still
trying to acquire a K body for the Speedster before we can go ahead with
building up this hawk. It will be necessary to run faster than 210 MPH
to be competitive for the record. if all turns out well the 56 Golden
Hawk will once again have its place in the books where..,of course..,it
belongs.
Thanks,
Greg Williamson
SR Box 302
Tijeras, New Mexico 87059
505-281-5788

We have 22 Studebakers of various models. We are dedicated Studebaker
drivers and prefer to keep these dependable machines on the road.
Anything I can do to help let me know and I'll see what can be done.
S E R V I C E

B U L L E T I N

M A Y
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1 9 5 6

No. 314

They are carbon copies of the original. All options
are coded by #. No copying is allowed.
They will let you collect, count, etc., but they sell
copies for $15.00 each so they don’t want you making
copies. You may write down pertinent information like
engine # or accessories etc., - no problem - color
interior code - key #s - it’s all on there!
I can do 4000 in 7 hours. When you’re done your
hands will be black (carbon copies.)
The provided me with a desk & chair in their
warehouse and were very nice - bathroom is availabl
and a restaurant less than a block away.
One of my problems was “getting distracted”. I
started our researching Hawks - got going on show
Hawks - the “Police Cars” - then taxis to South
America.... Seems like I couldn’t keep on task, “like a
kid in a candy shop.”
I bought donuts for everyone, thanked them, and
spent some $$$ on parts. They insist on
acknowledgement in any printed articles that result.
Fair enough!

NOTES/UPDATES/MISCELLANEOUS
Member Jim McKee called to inform me that the
condenser (Echlin # 125 listed on the parts
interchange page in issue #001 was incorrect. After
some checking, we determined that it was just old age
on my part and that the correct member for the
condenser is Echlin 868, please update your list.
Member Ralph Bashor called to inform me that he
called Bill’s Upholstery in Bismark ND for interior door
panel silver mylar as listed in issue #002. The man
(Bill?) Told Ralph that he no longer had this material.
New member Bill Glass told me that he has some
sort of information which lists the number of registered
1956 Golden Hawks at 233. I guess we ae missing a
few in our club.
ERRORS? YOU’VE GO TO BE KIDDING!
My desire to distribute information is exceeded by
commitment to accuracy. If you find an error in these
issues, tell me that I’m wrong. You won’t hurt my
feelings. As I’ve said, I’m not the expert, WE ARE.
If you disagree with some piece of information that
someone sent in, let me know. I will list both opinions
and ask for members comments. LET’S DO IT
RIGHT!

I hope this helps some - Bernie.
George Krem indicated that, if and when I decide
to tackle the project, he would try to set it up for me.
Wouldn’t it be great to have our own library of 1956
Golden Hawk information?
I don’t know how many people N&A would allow
but, if anyone else might be interested in lending a
hand, you might just push me over the edge and get
me to do it.

FRIENDS OF THE CLUB
In the hope that I could tap some new sources of
information, I have sent courtesy copies of the
Hawkeye to long time Studebaker Drivers Club
members, George Krem, Richard Quinn, Fred Fox,
and Bob Palma.
They have all been vey kind and have sent some
interesting pieces which I will incorporate in future
issues.

HERE WE GROW AGAIN (NEW MEMBERS)
#48 Robert Hall 4101 South Highway #53
Crestwood, Kentucky 40014 502-222-9653
#49 Lowell Nickerson 620 1st Ave N.E.
Largo, FL 34640 813-587-0826

GLUTTON FOR PUNISHMENT
I have been toying with the idea of going to South
Bend and studying all the 1956 GH reccords
maintained by Newman & Altman. I have
corresponded with Barnard Langerhorst who told me
what to expect (Bernie researched th 1961 Hawks,
see June 1989 Turning Wheels.) Here are Bernie’s
remarks:

#50 Bill Glass 18 Lorenz Drive
Valhalla, N.Y. 914-946-2280
#51 Lanny Berg P.O Box 280
Caldwell, Idaho ???-459-4621
#52 Ron Meyer Route 4 Box 51
Benton Arkansas 72015 (no phone listed)
(NOTE: Ron had a great article and cartoon in the
December, 1973 Turning Wheels.)

Dear Frank:
I received permission from th Newman & Altman
staff (they own the production records - you can
purchase yours for $15.00) to go thru the 61 V-8
production orders (27,000+ of them). In order to get
permission, I first wrote to SDC (former) President,
George Krem who wrote Newman & Altman on my
behalf and recommended me.

#53 Robert W. Washington 6 Manor Court
Balston Lake, New York 12019 (no phone given)
Please update your roster.
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